Three Masters programmes: APE, ETE, PPD

APE — Analysis and Policy in Economics

APE is one of the best generalist training programmes in theoretical and applied economics in Europe. An introduction to research and openness to social science is at the heart of this pedagogical project involving more than 80 teachers.

Career opportunities PhD programme (at PSE for instance), economist or statistician in France or abroad (administrations, firms...)

Load M1 — min. 439 hours (includ. 178 hours of tutorials) | 60 ECTS
M2 — min. 306 hours (incl. 42 hours of tutorials) & a Master’s dissertation | 60 ECTS

Applications: before 6th March (for an answer mid-April) or before 29th May (for an answer mid-July)

ETE — Empirical and Theoretical Economics

The ETE Master’s programme of University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne within the Paris School of Economics is an international-level programme offering specialisation in demography, macroeconomics, microeconomics and international economy.

Career opportunities PhD programme (at PSE for instance), economist or statistician in France or abroad (administrations, firms...)

Load M1 — 390 hours | 60 ECTS
M2 — min. 288 hours & a Master’s dissertation | 60 ECTS

Applic. deadlines: Foreign stud. (M1 or M2): 16-29th March 2015
French stud. (M1 or M2): M1: 30th March-10 April 2015, M2: 4th-16th May 2015

PPD — Public Policy and Development

PPD trains experts in the conception, analysis and evaluation of public policy in developed and developing countries. The highly international curriculum combines methodological and conceptual teaching with specialised and applied courses.

Career opportunities PhD programme (at PSE f.i.), non-academic positions in national administrations, internat. organisations, development agencies, NGOs or large companies

Load M1 — min. 309 hours (incl. 108 hours of tutorials) & an internship | 60 ECTS
M2 — min. 288 hours & a Master’s dissertation | 60 ECTS

Applications: before 6th March (for an answer mid-April) or before 29th May (for an answer mid-July)

Economics serving society

The Paris School of Economics is a French research center of international standing in Economics, resulting from the merger of leading research and teaching institutions. PSE brings together more than 130 teachers and 500 students enrolled in general and specialized Masters and PhD programmes taught in English. Various Masters and PhD grants are available based on social, geographical and academic criteria.

www.parisschoolofeconomics.eu